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Series Foreword

This series for Cambridge University Press is widely known as an international forum for studies of situated learning and cognition. Innovative contributions are being made by anthropology; by cognitive, developmental, and cultural psychology; by computer science; by education; and by social theory. These contributions are providing the basis for new ways of understanding the social, historical, and contextual nature of learning, thinking, and practice that emerges from human activity. The empirical settings of these research inquiries range from the classroom to the workplace, to the high-technology office, and to learning in the streets and in other communities of practice. The situated nature of learning and remembering through activity is a central fact. It may appear obvious that human minds develop in social situations and extend their sphere of activity and communicative competencies. But cognitive theories of knowledge representation and learning alone have not provided sufficient insight into these relationships. This series was borne of the conviction that new and exciting interdisciplinary syntheses are underway as scholars and practitioners from diverse fields seek to develop theory and empirical investigations adequate for characterizing the complex relations of social and mental life – and for understanding successful learning wherever it occurs. The series invites contributions that advance our understanding of these seminal issues.

Roy Pea
Christian Heath
Lucy A. Suchman
People of all ages spend massive amounts of time watching television. In his book *Cognitive Surplus*, Clay Shirky argues that we could change the world if we could get people to devote many of those hours to important causes. And, indeed, more and more people today are turning off the television and using digital media to produce and not just consume, to participate and not just spectate, and to innovate and not just replicate. Video games are one important medium that has siphoned cognitive energy from television. However, for nongamers, video games are often not what they think they are based on what mainstream media often makes them out to be.

Games are not like books, movies, or television. Books, movies, and television are all about their content. In these media, content is king. Games have content, but they are not about their content. They are about doing, making decisions, solving problems, and interacting. Content is there in a game to facilitate and serve acting, deciding, problem solving, and interaction. In good games, content (including story or plot) needs to be a loyal vassal to *game mechanics*, that is, all that players must do and decide in order to succeed. *War and Peace* is about war and peace; *Grand Theft Auto* is not about crime – it is about players coming up with good strategies for success in a virtual world with multiple constraints, some stemming from the story and many from the design of the virtual world and the game play in it.

People certainly can learn things from books, movies, and television. But learning is, for nearly all good games, a core game mechanic. Gamers do not just do things and make decisions. They must learn things and even master them. If they don’t, they don’t leave the first level of a game. Imagine a book that constantly had quizzes and tests at the end of each section (oops, that’s a textbook). Few people would consider it fun (few people consider textbooks fun). But games constantly assess players. Every action is a test with feedback, and the boss at the end of a level is a “final exam” for
that level. Games have found that both learning and constant assessments of that learning are a “turn-on” for people. And players pay lots of money for this turn-on. The textbook makers can only marvel in envy.

Good games work because they know that learning is a deep drive for humans, a drive that school has managed to kill for many. Games are simply spaces of learning and problem solving with a “win” condition (beating each level and the game as a whole). But to sell, they have to organize learning in engaging and highly motivating ways. They have to tap into the innate drive for learning and mastery that is inside all human beings.

As learning systems, games are not traditional pedagogy (tell the learner everything through overt instruction) or liberal pedagogy (just turn the learners loose in a rich environment). Games make it feel like the player has been turned loose in a rich environment. But the game mentors, guides, and teaches the player all the time. Games do this by designing experiences in the game world in such a way that they shape players’ goals, decisions, and actions while still leaving players a good deal of freedom and responsibility for their own decisions and actions. It is a sort of magic: design as mentor and teacher.

Games honor “tacit knowledge,” that is, knowledge about how to act (do things) gained from experience. But they also know that knowledge gets deeper when we can articulate it and think about it overtly. Not all tacit knowledge can be rendered overt, conscious, and articulated. But a good deal can. School tends to rarely honor tacit knowledge. It fails to realize as well that moving from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge is a route that ensures the ability both to solve problems and store relevant facts and information. Simply teaching and assessing information and facts, as school so often does, gets paper-and-pencil tests passed but does not lead to problem solving.

Games often build into their designs lots of language, exposition, and explanation, so that players can learn some explicit articulated knowledge from game play itself. But very often games rely on interest-driven, fan-based communities associated with the game to accomplish this goal. In these communities (which I have elsewhere called passionate affinity spaces), gamers reflect on, critique, and analyze the game, game play, and different strategies. They even use software tools to redesign (“mod”) aspects of the game or to design devices (such as damage meters) that can be used in the game by other players, tools that often require a deep understanding of the statistical model underlying a game.

School is about “belief.” It is about what others have claimed and what is true or not. Although belief is important, games and game play are about “design knowledge.” Design knowledge is not just about belief but
also about which beliefs, facts, and tools are adequate or not for various purposes and goals.

As I have mentioned, games engage in constant assessment. In school, assessments are about “knowledge,” about what facts and information and formulas one can articulate or write down. In games, assessment is about knowledge in that sense as well (and you are, in particular, in trouble in a game-based passionate affinity space if you cannot articulate your knowledge). But they also assess three others things: (1) problem solving, (2) the quality of one’s choices and decisions across time in terms of their short- and long-term consequences, and (3) preparation for future learning, that is, how well the player is prepared to go to the next harder level, not just what the player has mastered in the level. Games do not want you to pass tests if you can’t pass the next one and win in the end.

All in all, good games are a model of twenty-first-century learning. The same principles that games use to “hook” gamers can be used to “hook” learners on anything worthwhile, including school “content” such as science, civics, and math (which, then, must be seen as things to do and not just facts to repeat).

Many have hoped that the cognitive surplus drawn away from television to more interactive and social media will lead to transformation in the real world. It may then seem surprising that gamers use a lot of that cognitive surplus to engage in theory crafting, modding, and designing for games and other virtual environments. They study the underling statistical models in games; they use scientific thinking, and even carry out experiments, to argue about the complex interaction of variables in games; they study the economics of massive multiplayer games so that they can manipulate it; they use digital 3D tools to design all sorts of different things for games (e.g., *the Sims* and *Spore*) – such as houses, environments, creatures, clothes, cities – and virtual worlds such as Second Life.

Some worry that all this intellectual effort and all these skills will not “transfer” to the real world. But the reality is that games – which today, for the most part, involve real people collaborating and working and playing socially with each other – are the real world. The models gamers build and the designs they make influence others across the world and sometimes lead to new businesses selling virtual or real goods. The evidence that the cognitive surplus devoted to games transfers to other aspects of the real world is the large number of game players, modders, and designers who have moved on to other technical, artistic, and entrepreneurial enterprises. Games are, without doubt, a great source of a secondary, value-added, enhanced cognitive surplus that spills out into many aspects of the world.
However, in my view, the real contribution games studies – when they involve papers such as the ones in this volume – has to make is to show us that we swim in a new sea of possibilities. We can learn from games and gaming not just new ways to build better games but also ways to build better learning, assessment, production, participation, design, and creativity for all people, old and young, in a fast-changing, high-risk, global world. Levi-Strauss once said that people in oral cultures used myths to show that objects in nature were “good to think with” and not just to eat or use. This discovery was one of the origins of science and theory building. Games are good to think with as well and not just to play. They, too, can be the origins of new ways with learning and knowledge.
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